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Abstract
In this paper we want to investigate the use of external and ”orthogonal” semantic resources in building coarse-grained semantic taggers.
Our aim is to reduce the degree of supervision for the learning phase by keeping small the set of words whose behaviour has to be
manually studied throughout a corpus. We introduce the notion ofsemantic fingerprintin order to exploit these external semantic
resources in both machine learning and statistical models. Semantic fingerprints allow a straightforward integration of hierarchical
information in the feature vector model. We will study and experimentally compare the effect on coarse-grained semantic taggers of
different kinds of semantic fingerprints based on different semantic resources.

1. Introduction
Words seem to besemantically conservativeas they

tend to keep their preferred sense when taken in topically
coherent document collections. This intuition underlies
many studies in word sense disambiguation as (Madhu and
Lytle, 1965; Gale et al., 1992; Resnik, 1997). Let us take,
for instance, the famous example of the wordbank. Even
if this word is highly ambiguous, i.e. it has the senses of
institution, building, andriver bank, a semantic tagger can
easily choose the correct sense if the knowledge domain is
given. When dealing with texts related to financial news the
most probable tag would beinstitution. On the other hand,
whenever analysing navy related bulletins it is likely that
the word assumes theriver banksense. There is some evi-
dence for this phenomenon and it seems to be even very in-
tense when coarse-grained semantic dictionaries are used.
In the portion of the British National Corpus tagged with
respect to a subset of the LDOCE categories the semantic
tagging activity has a perplexity close to1 (Guthrie et al.,
2004).

Exceptions to the word attitude of being semantically
conservative seem to be rare. Given the above, the best (and
simplest) starting point in building a semantic tagger for
a given knowledge domain seems to be collecting a good
estimation of the prior distribution of word semantic tags
in that specific domain. This estimation would require that,
in a new domain, each word is observed and tagged in a
sufficient number of instances in order to derive the most
likely sense.

In this paper we investigate the possibility of reducing
the words over which this manual tagging activity should
be done. The manual semantic tagging done for a por-
tion of the dictionary words in the domain corpus should
be used to give hints to an automatic classifier in order to
discover the most probable semantic tag for the remaining
words. For instance, the preferredinvestorsense for the
word bear in a financial domain (discovered and imposed
by manually tagging word instances in the text collection)
should help to deduce the same preference for the word
bull. We claim that, when building a semantic tagger based
on a coarse-grained semantic dictionaryD, such a kind of
beneficial effect may be obtained using a external and more

fine-grained lexical resourceD′. To investigate this claim
we introduce the notion ofsemantic fingerprintas a way
to exploit hierarchical semantic information in the classical
machine learning feature vectors. After a short discussion
on the envisaged procedure for building a semantic tagger
(Sec. 2.), we will describe how the semantic fingerprint no-
tion is useful for introducing hierarchical semantic knowl-
edge in the classical feature vector model underlying many
machine learning algorithms (Sec. 3.). Then, we will in-
troduce the probabilistic classifiers used to investigate the
usability of the semantic fingerprint when building seman-
tic taggers (Sec. 4.). Finally, results of the experimental
investigation are discussed (Sec. 5.).

2. Building a semantic tagger for a
knowledge domain

The knowledge domain where words are used seems to
give relevant hints to infer their sense. In early Machine
Translation projects, this information was used to prepare
ad hocdomain dictionaries containing only word senses
relevant for the particular domain (e.g. (Oswald and Law-
son, 1953)). Eliciting senses from the dictionary to build
a domain sense tagger is not a perfect solution, as domain
does not eliminate ambiguity for some words (as noticed in
(Dahlgren, 1988)) and as some rare word senses may ap-
pear. However, it would be unreasonable not to take into
consideration the bias induced by specific domains. For
this reason, though all of the word senses have to be kept in
our dictionary, domain sense preference for words should
be included in a semantic tagger and used to modify sense
distribution accordingly. Domain bias may be included in a
probabilistic form.

In a closed world assumption, largely done in word
sense disambiguation and in semantic tagging (Ide and
Veronis, 1998), a dictionaryD is used to describe all the
necessary word senses. The prior distribution of senses for
a word is generally uniform. The exploitation of the domain
priming information requires therefore the re-estimation of
the sense distribution for each word in the dictionary over
the particular domain. As a knowledge domain is often rep-
resented as a coherent document collection, the sense dis-
tribution has to be estimated observing words in their con-



text. This manual work should be done for each word in the
dictionary that is likely to appear in the corpus. This activ-
ity will constitute the supervision for the semantic tagging
building procedure.

In line with other approaches, our aim is to investigate
procedures for building semantic taggers that are open
to the reduction of the amount of supervision. Let us
examine the general procedure for building a tagger in the
closed world assumption. Given a semantic dictionaryD
with its semantic tag catalogueT and an unnannotated
domain corpusC, the target of the procedure is to build the
classification functionTagger(i) that assigns the correct
semantic tagt ∈ T to each word instancei for the domain.
The building model is the following:

• divide the dictionaryD in two halves, namelyTrain
andToTag

• annotate the occurrences of the words belonging to
Train in the corpusC

• train a classifierTagger on the instances ofTrain in
the corpusC

• tag theunseenword instances with the trained classi-
fier Tagger, i.e. the instances of theToTag words in
the the corpusC

It is worth noticing that the procedure has the ultimate aim
to decide the preferred sense for each word (with respect to
the semantic catalogueT ) in the corpusC, that is represen-
tative of the target knowledge domain.

According to the desired degree of unsupervision, the
first step of the procedure may be pursued in many ways.
As a first possible choice, the dictionary may be randomly
divided into two halves. In an active learning environ-
ment, theTrain section should include the most informa-
tive words, e.g. the most frequent words in the corpusC.
Finally, in a completely unsupervised approach words in
Train may be the unambiguous words in the dictionaryD
while words inToTag are all the ambiguous ones. Am-
biguity should be defined with respect to the target seman-
tic dictionary. In this latter case the activity of tagging the
word instances in the corpusC is eliminated.

In this general procedure, the real problem is to decide
what information the classification algorithmTagger has
to rely on. We will try to demonstrate that the use of lexi-
cal semantic resourceD′ other than the dictionaryD helps
in increasing the performances of the semantic tagger. In
this paper we will focus only on information related to the
word to be tagged, neglecting all the contextual evidence
that could help in the disambiguation process.

Given therefore the external resourceD′ with its seman-
tic tagsT ′, our basic idea is that words appearing with a
given frequency in the corpus shape the behaviour of the
other words as some nodes inT ′ will be more active than
the others. IfT ′ is more fine-grained thanS or represents an
”orthogonal” semantic model, it should help in classifying
words with respect toT (see the above example between
bearandbull in an financial domain).

3. Classification Function and Semantic
Fingerprints

What we are seeking is a classification function
Tagger(i) = t that proposes a classt for any given in-
stancei representing a word in a text. This classification
function will observe objects in an instance spaceI assign-
ing a classt in a set of possible categoriesT , i.e.:

Tagger : I → T

In machine learning, this function assumes a variety of
shapes, (e.g. decision trees in (Quinlan, 1993)), whereas
in a probabilistic framework (e.g. the Maximum Entropy
model (Jelinek, 1998)), it is seen as a selector of the most
probable category given the conditions imposed byi, i.e.:

Tagger(i) = argmaxt∈T P (t|i)

Obviously, the categorisation is possible if some regulari-
ties appear in the space of the instancesI. These regular-
ities can be detected whenever observable features are de-
fined. Given the observable featuresF1,...,Fn, an instance
i ∈ I identifies a point in the spaceF1 × ...× Fn, i.e.:

i = (f1, ..., fn) ∈ F1 × ...× Fn

In machine learning this model is generally called feature-
value vector and underlies many algorithms, as the ones
gathered in (Witten and Frank, 1999).

With this general model in mind, we will try to describe
in the rest of the section how an external semantic resource
based on an hierarchical organisation can be used. We will
firstly concentrate on the general limitations of the feature
vector with respect to this problem and we will then pro-
pose a possible solution that we callsemantic fingerprint.

3.1. Features of the feature vector

Many machine learning algorithms (as the ones in
(Witten and Frank, 1999)) use the feature-value model
assuming:

• thea-priori independence: each feature isa priori in-
dependent from the others and, therefore, no possibil-
ity is foreseen to make explicit relations among the
features;

• the flatnessof the set of the values for the features:
no hierarchy among the values of the set is taken into
consideration;

• thecertainty of the observations: given an instanceI
in the feature-value space, only one value is admitted
for each feature.

Under these limitations ML algorithms offer the possibil-
ity of selecting the most relevant features that may help in
deciding whether or not an incoming object in the feature-
value space is instance of a given concept.

Exploiting the feature-value vector model and the re-
lated learning algorithms in the context of natural language
processing may then be a very cumbersome problem, espe-
cially when the successful bag-of-word abstraction (Salton



and Buckley, 1988) is abandoned for deeper language in-
terpretation models. The a-priori independence among fea-
tures, the flatness of the values, and the certainty of the ob-
servations are not very well suited for syntactical and se-
mantic models. On the one side, syntactical models would
require the possibility of defining relations among features
in order to represent either constituents or dependencies
among words. On the other side, a semantic interpreta-
tion of the words (intended as their mapping in an is-a hi-
erarchy such as WordNet (Miller, 1995)) would require the
possibility of managing hierarchical value sets in which the
substitution of a more specific node with a more general
one can be undertaken as a generalisation step. Finally, the
ambiguity of the interpretations (either genuine or induced
by the interpretation model) stresses the basic assumption
of the certainty of the observations. Due to ambiguity, a
given instance of a concept may be seen in the syntactic
or the semantic space as a set of alternative observations.
The limits of the underlying interpretation models in se-
lecting the best interpretation requires specific solutions to
modeluncertaintywhen trying to use feature-value-based
machine learning algorithms for learning concepts repre-
sented by natural language expressions.

3.2. Hierarchies in the Feature Vector: the Semantic
Fingerprint

The use of a hierarchical lexical resource is really cum-
bersome especially when coupled with the uncertainty of
the observations. If we want to rely on an external seman-
tic resource, we surely cannot assume that the activity of
reducing the possible senses of the word to one is done be-
fore an eventual semantic tagger is in place. Therefore, both
flatnessandcertainty of the observationsrepresent a prob-
lem to be resolved.

Having a lexical hierarchyH associated to the semantic
dictionaryD′, in absence of information the only way is to
give a weight to all the active senses (as done in (Resnik,
1997) where a study of word lexical preferences is done). If
a word activatesn nodes in the hierarchyH each node will
cumulate a1/n weight in the classification function when-
ever encountered as training instance. For the problem we
are addressing here, this model seems to disperse too much
observations due to the dimension of the feature space that
represents all the nodes of the hierarchyH.

We propose to use a subset of the hierarchy that we call
semantic fingerprintsubset. Thesemantic fingerprintof a
word should represent all its active senses with respect to
this cut of the hierarchy. Then given a hierarchyH under-
lying a semantic dictionaryD′ and a subset of nodesSF
retained as a useful level of generalisations thesemantic
fingerprint of a wordw, i.e. SF (w), is the subset ofSF
activated by the wordw, i.e.:

SF (w) = {s ∈ SF |s generalisess′ ands′ ∈ senses(w)}

wheresenses(w) are all the senses activated by the wordw
in the considered hierarchyH. The setSF represents the
semantic tag catalogue of the resourceD′, i.e. SF = T ′.

The feature spaces we want to consider should then in-
tegrate the word and this semantic fingerprint. Two ap-
proaches are possible: a boolean and a weighted activa-

tion. The first approach tries to use the semantic fingerprint
information and it is a viable solution for many ML algo-
rithms. The second one tries to capture the relative impor-
tance between highly unambiguous and polysemous words
in the training phase. GivenW as the set of all the words
of the dictionary and aSi = [0, 1] real interval for each ele-
mentsi in the semantic fingerprintSF , the resulting feature
space is:

W × S1 × ...× Sn

wheren is the cardinality ofSF . The boolean model is
a subcase of this as it uses only the extremes of eachGi

interval. A wordw instancei activating a semantic finger-
print SF (w) will then have two possible representations in
the feature space. The boolean activation scheme foresees
w as first element and 1 for eachSi whose corresponding
si is in SF (w) and 0 for the others. The weighted activa-
tion scheme will havew as first element and1/|SF (w)| for
eachSi whose correspondingsi is in SF (w) and 0 for the
others.

One important issue is to understand which is the most
relevant semantic fingerprint. This requires to adopt differ-
ent external lexical resources and different levels of gen-
eralisation, i.e. differentD′ and differentSF within the
chosenD′.

4. Probabilistic classifiers
We tested the usability of the semantic fingerprint in a

probabilistic framework in order to take also profit of the
weighted model. As the target is to define the classification
function (1), we tried with two different stochastic estima-
tors: a modified maximum likelihood model that takes into
account theuncertainityof the observations and a maxi-
mum entropy model. The sample space over which proba-
bilities have to be estimated is then the following:

T ×W × S1 × ...× Sn

whereT is the set of all the semantic classes.
For the purpose of the description of the probability

estimation, for each classt ∈ T we define the function:

t(i) =
{

1 if t is the class of the instancei
0 otherwise

and for eachs ∈ SF the function:

s(i) =
{

v if v is the value of the related feature S ini
0 otherwise

4.1. Using the Maximum Likelihood estimation in a
”back-off” approach

For this first estimation method, the probabilistic
classifier is approximated with:

Tagger(i) ≈ argmaxt∈T P̂ (t|i)

This latter is estimated aŝP (t|i) = maxs∈iP (t|w, s)
wherew is the word ini while s is one of the generalisation
of w in SF (w).

The estimation is then done with the following back-
off model that considers the word association with the class



Test Set Sem. FingerprintMaxLik MaxLik weighted MaxEnt weighted
Light w 0.7748 0.7748 0.8068

w + synset 0.7853 0.7866 0.8201
w + BC 0.8685 0.8698 0.8673
w + TM 0.8282 0.8527 0.8496
w + LDOCE 0.8282 0.8201 0.8335

Hard w 0.6830 0.6830 0.5852
w + synset 0.6317 0.6114 0.6568
w + BC 0.7337 0.7371 0.7342
w + TM 0.6998 0.7002 0.7182
w + LDOCE 0.6643 0.6608 0.6914

Table 1: Experimental results

more reliable then the generalisations of the word in the
semantic fingerprint:

P (t|w, s) =
{

P̂ (t|w) if w is a seen word
P̂ (t|s) otherwise

The probabilities are then estimated with the maximum
likelihood model as follows. Having a set of training
examplesTr, the estimated probabilitŷP (t|w) is straight-
forwardly obtainable as:

P̂ (t|w) =
countsTr(t, w)
countsTr(w)

On the other hand, the probability for the generalisation in
the semantic fingerprint is estimated as:

P̂ (t|s) =
∑

i∈Tr t(i)s(i)∑
i∈Tr s(i)

It is worth noticing that the estimators are correctly defined
for both the boolean and the weighted scheme.

4.2. Using the Maximum Entropy approach
In the Maximum Entropy model, observable features of

instances are calledfeature functions. These are functions
that fire in given conditions and allow the detection of some
given preconditions (see (Jelinek, 1998)). Given the pair of
glasses on the instance space that we have called feature-
value vector, an equivalent representation can be found in
terms of feature functions. The binary feature function re-
lated to the configuation(v, c) has the following form:

F v c(class, i) =
{

1 if class = c ∧ fi = v
0 otherwise

The equivalence between a feature vector and a set
of feature functions is thought in terms of representative
power. IfF is thei-th feature in the feature-value space, in
order to represent it we will need|F | · |C| feature functions
if all the configurations(v, c) with v ∈ F andc ∈ C are
admissible. It is worth noticing that the set of feature func-
tions can be reduced if some of these configurations are not
admissible, i.e. for a given classc the featureF will never
assume the valuev.

If the spaceI is observed in the feature-value model,
F1 × ...× Fn, an equivalent (from the point of view of the
expressive power) representation of this model in the ME
approach will requiren · |F | · |C| feature functions.

5. Experimental Evaluation
These experiments are built to investigate if the semi-

supervised approach presented in Sec. 2. is a viable so-
lution for producing semantic taggers and if the notion of
semantic fingerprint is somehow useful. Moreover, a sec-
ond problem is to demonstrate that an external resource
is preferable to a self-referring approach. Finally, within
the chosen external semantic resource it is necessary to un-
derstand which is the more profitable cut of the hierarchy
among all the possible ones.

The experiments are carried out using the annotated cor-
pus produced in (Guthrie et al., 2004) where the target is to
produce a semantic tagger able to tag with LDOCE cate-
gories. In line with what done in (Guthrie et al., 2004), we
prepared two different experimental set-ups:

• a light test whose words kept apart in theToTag set
are 194 highly ambiguous words

• anhard test representing the fully unsupervised model
whereTrain are all the unambiguous words of the
dictionary andToTag are all the ambiguous ones

In the light test set thetraining andtesting instances for
the classification models have been obtained in the follow-
ing way: the overall corpusC has been divided randomly
in two partsC1 andC2. All the instancesCToTag of the
words ofToTag in C1 have been collected. The training
instancesTr are thenTr = C1−CToTag while all the test-
ing instancesTs areTs = C2∪CToTag. On the other hand,
in thehard test set,Train is the portion of the dictionary
that contains the unambiguous words whileToTag is the
set of all the ambiguous words. TheTr set is represented
by all the instances inC of Train words andTs gathers all
the instances inC of theToTag words.

The external semantic resource used in the experiments
is WordNet and we tried three different semantic finger-
prints for the nouns: (1) the synset level, no generalisation
is applied and words activate their synsets; (2) thebasic
conceptlevel, a set of WordNet synsets considered in the
inter-lingual interface of EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998); (3)
the WordNet topmosts. In Table 1 these semantic finger-
prints are respectively calledsynset, BC, andTM .

Two control experiments have been also carried out:
one in absence of any semantic fingerprint and the second
with a self-referring semantic fingerprint. Table 1 reports



the results. It is possible to observe that in the case of
the light experiment any use of semantic fingerprint gives
a positive gain with respect to the experiment without any
generalisation. Moreover, using the generalisation of an ex-
ternal resource is more positive than using a self-referred
semantic fingerprint. It is worth noticing that the best se-
mantic fingerprint seems to be based on the EuroWordNet
base concepts. The second set of experiments on the hard
test provides even more evidence on this relevant observa-
tion.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a way to use an external se-

mantic resource in the process of semantic tagging. This
has been integrated in the semantic classifiers using the no-
tion of semantic fingerprint. With the experimental results
we demonstrated that use of the semantic fingerprint helps
in classifying ”unseen” words, i.e. words whose behaviour
has not been manually tagged. The use of an external re-
source based on a more fine-grained dictionary seems to be
a good solution to speed up the production of both general
and domain specific semantic taggers.
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